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 TMS-evoked EEG potentials were reduced after long-interval 
intracortical inhibition (LICI) with interstimulus intervals (ISIs) of 
100 ms and 150 ms  
 Inhibition of P30 was observed following LICI at 100 ms, but was 
absent following LICI at 150 ms 
 Topographical analyses suggested that global inhibition of P30, 
N40 and P180, but not N100, differed between ISIs 
 Our findings suggest that LICI at different ISIs likely has complex 
contributions from common mechanisms 
 
Abstract 
Background: Long-interval intracortical inhibition (LICI) is a transcranial magnetic 
stimulation paradigm (TMS) that uses paired magnetic stimuli separated by 100 – 200 ms to 
investigate the activity of cortical GABAergic interneurons. While commonly applied, the 
mechanisms contributing to LICI are not well understood, and growing evidence suggests 
that inhibition observed at different interstimulus intervals (ISI) may involve non-identical 
processes.  
Objective: To utilise combined TMS-EEG to more thoroughly characterise LICI at different 
ISIs, as the TMS-evoked EEG potential (TEP) can provide more direct insight into the 
cortical response to stimulation that is not subject to variations in spinal cord excitability that 
can confound the motor evoked potential (MEP).  
Methods: In 12 subjects (22.6 ± 0.9 years), LICI was applied using two ISIs of 100 ms 
(LICI100) and 150 ms (LICI150), while TEPs were recorded using simultaneous high-definition 
EEG.  
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Results: Analysis of EEG data within a region of interest (C3 electrode) showed that test 
alone stimulation produced three consistent TEP peaks (corresponding to P30, N100 and 
P180) that were all significantly inhibited following paired-pulse stimulation. However, for 
P30, inhibition varied between LICI conditions, with reduced amplitude following LICI100 (P 
= 0.03) but not LICI150 (P = 0.3). In contrast, the N100 and P180 were significantly reduced 
by LICI at both intervals (all P-values < 0.05). In addition, topographical analyses suggested 
that the global change in P30, N40 and P180 differed between LICI conditions.  
Conclusions: These findings suggest that LICI100 and LICI150 reflect complex measurements 
of cortical inhibition with differential contributions from comparable circuits. 
 
Keywords: transcranial magnetic stimulation; electroencephalography; Long-interval 
intracortical inhibition; interstimulus interval; TMS-evoked potential; GABA 
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Within the central nervous system, inhibitory neurotransmission mediated by the activity of 
γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA) represents a fundamental component of normal function. Some 
important examples of this include the role of GABA in moderating synaptic plasticity [1], in 
mediating sensory acuity via surround inhibition [2-4] and in the generation of cortical 
oscillatory activity [5]. The functional importance of GABA is further illustrated by 
observations that GABAergic tone is modified in several different movement pathologies 
[see; 6] and psychiatric conditions [7, 8]. In human subjects, paired-pulse transcranial 
magnetic stimulation (ppTMS) is a method which can provide an assessment of GABAergic 
function with a high temporal acuity. When applied over the primary motor cortex (M1), 
suprathreshold ppTMS at long (100-200 ms) interstimulus intervals (ISIs) produce a motor 
evoked potential (MEP) in peripheral muscles that is reduced in amplitude relative to the 
MEP produced by a single magnetic stimulus. This effect, referred to as long-interval 
intracortical inhibition [LICI; 9] is thought to be mediated by interactions between GABA 
type B (GABAB) receptors activated by the first (conditioning) stimulus and corticospinal 
neurons activated by the second (test) stimulus  [10-12].     
While LICI measurements have been obtained for more than 20 years, our understanding of 
the contributing cortical mechanisms is still relatively limited. This is exemplified by a 
gradually increasing body of evidence suggesting that the factors contributing to inhibition of 
the MEP may vary depending on the ISI. For example, previous studies have reported a 
divergent response of LICI at different ISIs to temporary ischemia [13], cerebellar TBS [14] 
and ageing [15]. Furthermore, separate profiles of inhibitory recruitment have been reported 
at different intervals [16]; the inhibitory effect of LICI when applied 100 ms prior to SICI is 
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reduced [17] or absent [18] when LICI precedes SICI by 150 ms, and LICI at 100 ms and 150 
ms show differential task-related variations in inhibitory tone [17]. As changes in LICI have 
been associated with several different pathologies [6], and may be involved with aspects of 
motor control [17, 19, 20], it is important to gain a better understanding of the mechanisms 
reflected by this measurement at different ISIs.  
One technique increasingly utilised to investigate the response to brain stimulation is TMS-
electroencephalography coregistration (TMS-EEG). TMS-EEG facilitates a direct assessment 
of the cortical response to stimulation, removing the confounding influence of variations in 
spinal cord excitability that are known to effect conventional MEP measurements. In 
addition, combining these two methods provides significantly more information about the 
local and global response to ppTMS than can be derived from the MEP [21, 22]. For LICI, 
previous studies utilising TMS-EEG in M1 have identified cortical indices of inhibition 
within TMS-evoked EEG potentials (TEPs), with specific TEP peaks produced by the test 
stimulus being reduced in amplitude when a conditioning stimulus is applied 100 ms earlier 
[23]. Furthermore, by varying stimulus intensities [24] and applying pharmacological 
interventions [25], recent studies have also found that the modulation of individual TEP 
peaks following LICI applied with a 100 ms ISI likely reflects the inhibition of more than one 
mechanism. If the relative contribution of each of these mechanisms to the MEP inhibition 
observed following LICI were to vary as a function of ISI, changes in their individual 
influence may explain the divergent characteristics of LICI measurements at different ISIs. 
However, the cortical response to LICI at different intervals has not been investigated by 
previous research.  
The main aim of the current study was therefore to investigate the local and global cortical 
mechanisms contributing to the inhibition observed when recording LICI at different ISIs. 
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This was accomplished using combined TMS-EEG to record the response to LICI at 100 ms 
and 150 ms ISIs. Based on the TMS studies cited above, we expected that TMS-EEG indices 
of LICI would also differ between ISIs, which would suggest that LICI at these intervals 
reflect different mechanisms. 
Materials and Methods 
12 young (mean ± SD: 22.6 ± 0.9) healthy subjects were recruited from the university and 
wider community to participate in the current study. Exclusion criteria included a history of 
neurological or psychiatric disease, or current use of psychoactive medication (sedatives, 
antipsychotics, antidepressants etc.). Assessments of hand preference using the Edinburgh 
Handedness Inventory [26] suggested that all subjects were, on average, right handed 
(laterality quotient: 0.75 ± 0.09). All experimentation was approved by the University of 
Adelaide Human Research Ethics Committee and conducted in accordance with the 
declaration of Helsinki. Each subject provided written, informed consent prior to 
participation. 
Experimental setup 
For the duration of the experiment, subjects were seated in a comfortable chair with their 
hands resting on a cushion placed in their lap. Surface electromyography (EMG) was used to 
record responses from the first dorsal interosseous (FDI) muscle of the right hand. Two Ag-
AgCl electrodes (1.5 cm diameter) were attached to the skin over the muscle in a belly-
tendon montage, with a strap around the wrist grounding the electrodes. EMG was amplified 
(1000 X) and band-pass filtered (20 Hz high pass, 1 kHz low pass) using a CED1902 
(Cambridge Electronic Design, Cambridge, UK) before being digitized at 2 kHz using a 
CED1401 interface (Cambridge Electronic Design) and stored offline for analysis. EEG data 
were recorded using a cap with 59 sintered Ag-AgCl electrodes in standard 10-20 positions. 
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The average of all recorded electrodes was used as reference for all channels. EEG data were 
acquired using an ASA-lab EEG system (ANT Neuro, Enschede, The Netherlands).  Signals 
were amplified 20x, filtered (DC–0.27 x sampling rate) and digitised at 2048 Hz before being 
recorded on a computer for offline analysis. During each experiment, impedance was 
constantly checked and adjusted when necessary to be below 10 kΩ.    
Transcranial magnetic stimulation  
All stimulation was applied with the EEG cap in place. TMS was applied to the left primary 
motor cortex using a figure-of-eight coil (external wing diameter 9 cm) with two monophasic 
Magstim 200
2
 magnetic stimulators connected via a Bistim unit (Magstim, Dyfed, UK). The 
coil was held tangentially to the scalp at an angle of 45° to the sagittal plane, with the handle 
pointed backwards and laterally, producing an anteriorly directed current flow in the brain. 
The coil was positioned on the scalp over the location producing an optimum response in the 
relaxed FDI muscle. This location was marked on the cap for reference and continually 
checked throughout the experiment.  During all stimulation, TMS was delivered at a rate of 
0.2 Hz with a 10% variance between trials. 
Resting motor threshold (RMT) was obtained in FDI while the TMS coil was placed at the 
optimum location over primary motor cortex. RMT was defined as the lowest stimulus 
intensity producing a response amplitude ≥ 50 V in at least three out of five trials in resting 
FDI muscle, and expressed relative to the maximum stimulator output (MSO). Long-interval 
intracortical inhibition (LICI) was assessed using conditioning and test stimuli both set to 
120% RMT, and two interstimulus intervals (ISIs) of 100 (LICI100) and 150 (LICI150) ms. 
During the assessment of LICI, subjects received a total of 84 single (test alone) and 168 
paired (84 LICI100, 84 LICI150) TMS stimuli. To avoid a loss of subject attention, these 
stimuli were applied over 7 blocks of 36 stimuli, with each block including equal numbers of 
each stimulus condition applied in a pseudo-randomised order. To minimize the auditory-
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evoked potentials resulting from the TMS discharge, subjects listened to white noise played 
through ear plugs (< 70 dB in each ear) for the duration of each stimulus block.  
Data analysis 
Analysis of EMG data was completed manually via visual inspection of offline recordings. 
All traces showing voluntary EMG activity prior to stimulation were removed from analysis. 
MEP amplitudes for each trial were measured peak-to-peak and expressed in mV. Paired-
pulse measurements of LICI were quantified by expressing the difference between the 
average conditioned and unconditioned MEP amplitude as a percentage of the average 
unconditioned MEP amplitude within each recording block. A grand average LICI 
measurement was then calculated for each subject by averaging the LICI measurements from 
each recording block.  
EEG data were analysed according to previously reported procedures [27] using EEGLAB 
[28], fieldtrip [29] and custom written scripts on the MATLAB platform (R2013a, The 
Mathworks, USA). Data from all blocks were merged into a single file, epoched around the 
TMS pulse (± 1000 ms), baseline corrected (-650 to -200 ms) and bad channels were 
removed. Large amplitude artefacts associated with the TMS pulse were then removed from 
each epoch. Depending on the stimulus condition, data were cut from -1.5 to 20 ms (test 
pulse; all conditions), -110 to -50 ms (LICI100 conditioning stimulus) or -160 to -100 ms 
(LICI150 conditioning stimulus), with the missing sections of data replaced using cubic 
interpolation. Following this, an initial independent component analysis (ICA) was run using 
the FastICA algorithm [30], and a single large component representing the tail end of the 
TMS-associated muscle artefact was identified and removed [27]. Data were then band-pass 
(1-100 Hz) and notch (50 Hz) filtered using the ‘eegfiltnew’ function within EEGLAB, 
before being visually inspected for trials containing anomalous activity (e.g., EMG bursts 
from facial muscle activation or noise from electrode movement). A second FastICA analysis 
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was then run, with components relating to stimulus decay, blinks/eye-movements, auditory-
evoked potentials and other noise being identified and removed. Epochs were then split into 
stimulus conditions for quantification of TMS evoked potentials (TEPs). For all analyses, the 
TEP generated by test alone stimulation was compared to that generated following LICI100 
and LICI150. However, prior to quantification of paired-pulse TEPs, a correction procedure 
was carried out to remove the TEP generated by the conditioning stimulus from the TEP 
generated by the test stimulus [23, 25, 31]. This was achieved by time-shifting the TEP 
generated by test alone stimulation to coincide with the application of each conditioning 
stimulus, and subtracting it from the paired-pulse data (Fig 1; this was performed separately 
for LICI100 and LICI150 data). As all of the test alone TEP trace from 0 to 1000 ms was time 
shifted, only the last 100 – 150 ms (depending on the LICI condition) of the paired-pulse TEP 
was not corrected. However, data at this latency were not included in any of the analyses, and 
therefore could not have influenced our findings.   
TEPs were quantified according to both a region of interest (ROI) analysis and global scalp 
analysis. During ROI analyses, the TEP components P30, N40, P60, N100 and P180 were 
investigated at the C3 electrode (closest channel to the site of stimulation). For the test alone 
condition, these components were quantified by assessing the maximum positive peaks 
between 25-40 ms (P30), 45-75 ms (P60) and 160-220 ms (P180), and maximum negative 
peaks between 25-55 ms (N40) and 85-145 ms (N100). The amplitude of each peak during 
both LICI conditions was then assessed at the peak latency identified within the test alone 
condition. For each peak component in all conditions, the maximum amplitude was 
calculated as the average of the signal ± 5 ms from the maximum peak. The effects of LICI 
on each component were calculated by normalising the difference between the peaks 
resulting from test alone and paired-pulse stimulation to the overall size of the TEP (from 25 
- 220 ms) generated by test alone stimulation. For normalisation of positive peaks, test TEP 
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size was calculated as TEPmax – TEPmin, whereas this was reversed to TEPmin – TEPmax for 
normalisation of negative peaks. Subsequently, larger values reflect greater inhibition for all 
normalised indices of LICI, including those measured using the MEP. To identify peaks that 
were absent within the ROI but present globally, the global mean field amplitude (GMFA) 
was calculated [32]. This analysis utilised the same time windows and quantification methods 
as those that were applied for ROI analyses.  
The N100 produced by the conditioning stimulus has been previously implicated as a factor 
contributing to the inhibitory effects observed during both conventional and TMS-EEG 
measures of LICI [24]. To further investigate the possibility that different mechanisms might 
contribute to LICI at different ISIs, we therefore quantified the N100 produced by LICI100 
and LICI150 conditioning stimuli. This was accomplished by calculating the average first 
derivative over the 10 ms prior to the N100 waveform produced by the conditioning stimulus 
in each LICI state (i.e., ~ 0-10 ms prior to the test stimulus for LICI100 and 50-60 ms prior to 
the test stimulus for LICI150). This was calculated using uncorrected paired-pulse TEP data. 
Statistical analysis 
Normality of distribution was assessed using Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests, the results of which 
suggested that MEP and non-normalised ROI data failed to meet assumptions of normality, 
whereas normalised ROI data were normally distributed. The amplitude of the MEP and each 
TEP component was compared between stimulus conditions (test alone, LICI100, LICI150) 
using individual Friedman tests. Following a significant main effect, pair-wise comparisons 
were made using Dunn-Bonferroni tests [33]. Normalised MEP measures of LICI were 
compared between ISIs using a Mann-Whitney U test, whereas normalised LICI values for 
each TEP component were compared between ISIs using individual paired t-tests. 
Interactions between data recorded in each stimulus condition were further investigated using 
Spearman’s rank correlations. Global TEP characteristics (i.e., the TEP response at each 
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electrode) were compared between stimulus conditions using non-parametric cluster based 
permutation statistics, which provides a robust protection against multiple comparison errors 
[34]. Clusters were defined as two or more neighbouring electrodes that demonstrated a t-
statistic with an associated P-value < 0.05. Identified clusters were then subjected to cluster-
based analysis using a permutation distribution generated with a Monte-Carlo method (2000 
permutations). A cluster was deemed significant if the cluster-statistic (i.e., the largest t-
statistic in each cluster) exceeded P < 0.05 when compared to the permutation distribution. 
Cluster statistics were used to compare TEP amplitude following LICI100 and LICI150 to the 
amplitude of the TEP elicited by the test alone stimulus. They were also used to compare 
normalised LICI measurements between LICI100 and LICI150. For both analyses, comparisons 
utilised all electrodes and were carried out separately for each TEP peak using data averaged 
over the mean peak time (derived from test alone stimulation recorded at C3) ± 5 ms. Unless 
otherwise stated, data are presented as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM).  
Results 
All subjects completed the experiment in full and without adverse reaction. The average 
RMT was 55.8 ± 2.2% MSO, while the average test MEP amplitude was 1.38 mV. Analysis 
of MEP data showed that the response to LICI varied between stimulus conditions (P < 
0.001), with post hoc testing showing that test MEP amplitude was reduced following LICI100 
(0.10 mV, P < 0.001) and LICI150 (0.46 mV, P = 0.007), but that there was no difference 
between ISIs (P = 0.6). Furthermore, normalised LICI values were also not different between 
intervals (LICI100, 88.8 ± 4.1%; LICI150, 74.5 ± 8.0%; P = 0.08).  
ROI analysis 
Test alone stimulation produced 5 identifiable peaks in the EEG data; 3 positive deflections at 
31.2 ± 1.4 ms (P30), 58.4 ± 1.2 ms (P60) and 195.3 ± 5.8 ms (P180), and 2 negative 
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deflections at 43.5 ± 2.2 ms (N40) and 105.0 ± 3.0 ms (N100). Of these, P30, N100 and P180 
were observed in all subjects, whereas N40 was seen in 9/12 subjects and P60 in 8/12 
subjects. Subsequent analysis therefore focussed on the more reliable P30, N100 and P180 
potentials (Fig 2). The amplitude of each peak following test alone and paired-pulse 
stimulation is shown in figure 3. For P30, a significant effect of stimulus condition was found 
(P = 0.03; Fig. 3A), with post hoc analysis showing a reduced amplitude relative to the 
response to test alone stimulation following LICI100 (P = 0.03) but not LICI150 (P = 0.9). 
Furthermore, there was no difference in amplitude between LICI conditions (P = 0.3). While 
the N100 was also affected by stimulus condition (P < 0.001; Fig 3C), post hoc testing 
showed that the amplitude of this potential was reduced relative to the test alone response 
following both LICI100 (P < 0.001) and LICI150 (P = 0.01), but was not different between 
LICI conditions (P = 0.9). This was also the case for the P180, with a significant effect of 
stimulus condition (P = 0.001; Fig 3E) driven by the response following both paired-pulse 
conditions being reduced relative to the response following test alone stimulation (LICI100, P 
= 0.001; LICI150, P = 0.04), but no difference between LICI conditions (P = 0.7). To further 
compare the magnitude of inhibition between each interval, a normalised index of LICI was 
calculated (see methods). This index showed that, compared to LICI150, LICI100 produced 
increased inhibition of P30 (P = 0.04, Fig 3B), and a tendency towards increased inhibition of 
N100 (P = 0.06, Fig 3D), but that there was no difference in the inhibition of P180 (P = 0.1, 
Fig 3F).  
Correlations between the slope of the N100 produced by the conditioning stimulus in each 
LICI condition, and the associated TEP/MEP inhibition for that condition are shown in Table 
1. The significant positive association between the LICI100 N100 slope and LICI100 of P180 
suggest that a more positive N100 slope is associated with greater inhibition of P180 at the 
100 ms interval. However, significant negative associations between the LICI100 N100 slope 
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and MEP measures of LICI100 suggest that a more negative LICI100 N100 slope is associated 
with stronger inhibition of the MEP at the 100 ms interval. Correlations between the 
TEP/MEP inhibition produced by each LICI interval are shown in Table 2. These were 
performed to identify if common mechanisms contributed to the inhibition of each TEP peak, 
with significant relationships between conditions interpreted as reflective of similar 
processes. The significant positive associations between intervals for LICI of N100, P180 and 
the MEP suggest that an increase in inhibition at one interval is associated with an increase in 
inhibition at the other interval.  
Cluster-based analysis 
The effects of LICI on global TEP characteristics was investigated using cluster-based 
analyses [25, 31]. In contrast to ROI analysis, the N40 was reliably present in GMFA 
analyses (observed in all subjects). This potential was therefore included within global 
analyses. Comparisons were made between the responses recorded following test alone and 
paired-pulse stimulation (i.e., test alone compared with LICI100 and test alone compared with 
LICI150), in addition to between normalised LICI values for each ISI (i.e., LICI100 compared 
with LICI150). Comparisons between the test alone and LICI100 topographies showed 
significant clusters over contralateral temporal-parietal electrodes associated with the P30 
latency (P = 0.02), over frontal-central (P = 0.03) and occipital/contralateral parietal (P = 
0.005) electrodes associated with the N40 latency, over central (P = 0.002) and 
occipital/contralateral parietal (P = 0.008) electrodes associated with the N100 latency and 
over central (P = 0.003) electrodes associated with the P180 latency (Fig 4C). Comparisons 
between the test alone and LICI150 topographies showed that a single cluster associated with 
the P30 latency failed to reach significance when compared to the montecarlo distribution (P 
= 0.07). However, significant clusters were found over frontal central (P = 0.02) and 
occipital/contralateral temporal-parietal (P = 0.003) electrodes associated with the N40 
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latency, over central (P = 0.0005) and occipital (P = 0.008) electrodes associated with N100 
latency, and over posterior central (P = 0.006) and ipsilateral frontal-parietal (P = 0.02) 
electrodes associated with the P180 latency (Fig 5C). Comparisons between the global 
topographies of each LICI condition failed to identify significant clusters associated with any 
of the peaks of interest (Fig 6).  
Discussion 
For most studies using LICI to investigate GABAB mediated inhibition, an ISI of 100 ms is 
generally used, as this is thought to produce maximum inhibition of the MEP [9]. However, 
LICI can be assessed over a broad range of intervals [9, 35], with measurements at different 
ISIs often assumed to reflect comparable mechanisms. Within the current study, we found 
several lines of evidence suggesting similarities between the mechanisms contributing to 
LICI at each ISI, including correlations between the slope of the N100 produced by the 
LICI100 conditioning stimulus and MEP inhibition produced in both LICI conditions (Table 
1); correlations between LICI conditions for inhibition of the late TEP peaks (N100 and 
P180, Table 2), and no topographical difference between conditions for normalised LICI 
values (Fig 6). However, we also found several lines of evidence suggesting that the extent to 
which these comparable mechanisms are activated differs between LICI conditions, including 
differential local inhibition of P30 by each LICI condition (Fig 3A, 3B); differential global 
inhibition of P30 and P180 by each LICI condition (Fig 4C, 5C); a lack of correlation 
between LICI conditions for the magnitude of P30 inhibition (Table 2) and significant 
correlations between MEP inhibition and the slope of the N100 produced by the conditioning 
stimulus for LICI100 but not LICI150 (Table 1). Taken together, these findings suggest that 
LICI100 and LICI150 likely represent complex measurements involving composite and 
differential activation of common mechanisms.  
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Mechanisms of LICI  
The mechanisms contributing to inhibition of the MEP following application of LICI have 
been extensively investigated. While LICI at ISIs < 50 ms is generally thought to reflect the 
influence of spinal mechanisms, inhibitory effects at longer ISIs (i.e., > 100 ms) are more 
likely cortical in nature [36, 37]. This is supported by studies showing reductions in the 
amplitude of the late indirect (I) waves following LICI [36, 37]. Furthermore, several studies 
using pharmacological interventions to modulate GABAergic tone suggest that LICI is 
mediated by activation of the metabotropic GABAB receptor [10, 11, 38]. 
While conventional TMS-EMG measures have provided some physiological insight into the 
mechanisms of LICI, TMS-EEG is emerging as a powerful technique with which it is 
possible to probe further the physiological basis of LICI effects. Using TMS-EEG, several 
studies have shown that LICI is associated with reduced excitability in both motor and non-
motor areas of cortex [23, 39-41]. For the primary motor cortex, the magnitude of this 
inhibition correlates with inhibition of the MEP, demonstrating the involvement of 
mechanisms comparable to those reflected by conventional LICI measurements. Furthermore, 
a recent study using pharmacological interventions has observed a potentiation of the cortical 
effects of LICI following baclofen intake [25], providing strong support for a mediatory role 
of the GABAB receptor in the effects of LICI.  
Within the current study, TEPs recorded at the C3 electrode were reduced in amplitude 
following application of LICI. This was observed for the P30 (for LICI100 only), N100 and 
P180, all of which have been previously reported to be reduced by LICI [24, 25]. 
Furthermore, correlational analyses found significant relationships between the slope of the 
N100 produced by the conditioning stimulus and inhibition of the MEP. Interestingly, this 
relationship was observed for LICI100 but not LICI150, suggesting a reduced role of the N100 
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in mediating the MEP inhibition observed following LICI150. Despite this, our findings 
support previous suggestions that TMS-EEG indices of LICI reflect engagement of similar 
mechanisms to those responsible for MEP suppression, providing further evidence for the 
reliability of TMS-EEG as a measure of cortical inhibition.    
Cortical effects of LICI100 and LICI150  
While the mechanisms underlying the generation of each TEP peak are not completely 
understood, contributions from independent cortical mechanisms are likely [24, 25, 42]. For 
P30, several lines of evidence implicate a role of cortical excitatory processes associated with 
the TMS pulse, including observations that P30 amplitude correlates with MEP amplitude 
[43], that P30 and the MEP both demonstrate sigmoidal recruitment curves [32, 44], that 
GABAergic potentiation does not modulate P30 amplitude [42] and that LICI of P30 
correlates with LICI of the MEP [24]. Subsequently, LICI of P30 has been interpreted as a 
reflection of the cortical inhibitory processes underlying the reductions in MEP amplitude 
associated with LICI [24], which are thought to include activation of post-synaptic GABAB 
receptors [11, 38]. However, as potentiation of GABAB-mediated activity failed to modulate 
LICI of P30 [25], this may not be the case. Despite this, as our results demonstrate that P30 
was inhibited by LICI100 but not LICI150, whereas MEP inhibition was not different between 
intervals, the factors contributing to inhibition of the MEP must be multifactorial.  
In addition to local differences between intervals for inhibition of P30, topographical 
analyses also suggested that application of LICI100 but not LICI150 was associated with a 
reduced negative potential within contralateral cortical areas (Fig 4C & 5C). While the reason 
for this is not currently clear, interhemispheric inhibitory connections which have been well 
documented by previous TMS studies [45-47] may be important. These connections are 
thought to consist of excitatory transcallosal projections that synapse with local inhibitory 
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neurons within the contralateral hemisphere [48], the activation of which results in inhibition 
in contralateral cortex. The reduced amplitude of negative TMS-EEG potentials observed 
within contralateral cortex following LICI100 may therefore represent an inhibition of the 
transcallosal excitatory neurons associated with this pathway. This suggestion is supported by 
previous observations that the circuits mediating LICI and interhemispheric inhibition have a 
negative interaction [48]. The reason that LICI150 failed to produce similar effects is also 
unclear. However, as LICI150 produced a similarly located cluster that just failed to reach 
significance (P = 0.07), and the topoplots of P30 were comparable between intervals (Fig 4B 
& 5B), it seems possible that the lack of change within contralateral areas following LICI150 
may reflect a resolution of the inhibitory effects of the conditioning stimulus within the site 
of stimulation. 
As N40 could not be reliably identified in all subjects at the C3 electrode, ROI analyses of 
this potential were not performed. However, GMFA data suggested it was reliably present 
outside of the ROI, and it was therefore included within the global analysis. In support of 
previous findings [25], the N40 was significantly reduced by LICI (Fig 4C & 5C). 
Interestingly, comparisons between the test alone and LICI topographies showed that 
inhibition of N40 over contralateral temporal/parietal areas reached significance following 
LICI150 but not LICI100. The significance of this greater inhibition of N40 following LICI150 is 
currently unclear.   
While the mechanisms contributing to the P30 and N40 are poorly understood, strong 
evidence suggests that the N100 reflects activation of cortical inhibitory processes [for 
review, see; 21], most likely involving activation of the GABAB receptor [42]. As a reduction 
in N100 amplitude should therefore represent reduced inhibitory tone, the decreased N100 
observed following LICI is counterintuitive. However, it has been suggested that LICI of 
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N100 may reflect the activation of pre-synaptic GABAB receptors [24], which decrease 
GABA release from the pre-synaptic terminal [49], resulting in reduced inhibition. In the 
current study, there was a tendency for inhibition of the N100 to be larger following LICI100 
than LICI150, although this failed to reach a conventional level of significance (P = 0.06). 
This suggests that LICI100 is associated with increased activation of both pre-synaptic and 
post-synaptic (see discussion of P30 above) GABAB receptors. Interestingly, as post-synaptic 
inhibition had resolved 150 ms after the conditioning stimulus (i.e., P30 was not inhibited by 
LICI150), whereas presynaptic inhibition was still present (i.e., N100 was inhibited by 
LICI150), our findings are consistent with suggestions that pre-synaptic inhibition has a 
broader time-scale than post-synaptic inhibition [35]. Furthermore, they also support 
observations from our group that the interaction between SICI and LICI, which is thought to 
reflect activation of pre-synaptic GABAB receptors, tends to be reduced at 150 ms [17].  
The mechanisms contributing to the generation of P180 have received considerably less 
attention than other potentials. This long-latency response can have a contribution from the 
auditory evoked activity associated with the click produced by the TMS pulse [50, 51]. 
However, this confounding influence is significantly reduced by white noise masking during 
stimulation [52], in addition to the use of independent component analysis [27], both of 
which were utilised within the current study. Furthermore, as the P180 can still be elicited in 
deaf subjects [52], and is significantly reduced in individuals with progressive myoclonus 
epilepsy [53], it seems likely that it has contributions from TMS-induced cortical activity. 
Observations from the current and previous [25] studies that P180 is strongly reduced by 
application of LICI provide further support for this suggestion. While the inhibition of P180 
was not different between intervals at the C3 electrode, global analyses identified differences 
between test alone and LICI150 (but not LICI100) topographies over ipsilateral frontal-parietal 
electrodes, suggesting increased global inhibitory effects of LICI150 on P180.   
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In conclusion, our findings suggest that the cortical indices of LICI100 and LICI150 are 
characterised by differential local and global changes in early and late TEP components. 
These findings suggest that the LICI paradigm is associated with complex patterns of cortical 
activity that likely reflect composite activation of multiple cortical processes. Furthermore, 
while our findings do not suggest that the mechanisms involved differ between intervals, they 
do suggest that the relative contribution of these comparable mechanisms to the associated 
reductions in MEP amplitude are likely varied over time. In particular, LICI100 may be 
associated with activation of both pre- and post-synaptic GABAB receptors, whereas LICI150 
seems to be more purely reflective of pre-synaptic GABAB receptor activation. This suggests 
that caution is required when interpreting and comparing conventional MEP measures of 
LICI at different intervals.  
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Figure 1. Paired-pulse TEP Correction procedure. The TEP generated by the conditioning 
stimulus can be clearly visualised in the LICI100 (blue line) and LICI150 (red line) raw data 
traces (left column), and is most apparent as a large negative deflection at the time of test 
stimulation (i.e., 0 ms) for LICI100, and 50 ms prior to the test stimulus for LICI150. The 
confounding influence of this potential was removed from paired-pulse data by time shifting 
the raw TEP generated by test alone stimulation (green line) to coincide with the conditioning 
stimulus for each LICI condition (-100 for LICI100, -150 for LICI150) and then subtracting it 
from the raw TEPs generated by LICI100 and LICI150 (middle column), resulting in corrected 
paired-pulse TEPs (right column). 
Figure 2. TEP peaks recorded following test alone and paired-pulse stimulation. Data 
show the response to test alone stimulation (green line), LICI100 (blue line) and LICI150 (red 
line) recorded at the C3 electrode and averaged over all subjects. Shaded boxes demonstrate 
the time periods used to identify each peak.  
Figure 3. Amplitude of TEP peaks following test alone and paired-pulse TMS. Data 
show the absolute (left column) and normalised (right column) TEP data for P30 (A, B), N100 
(C, D) and P180 (E, F) peaks following test alone and paired-pulse TMS. For normalised 
data, 0% represents no inhibition of the test TEP. *P < 0.05 when compared to the amplitude 
produced by test alone stimulation. 
#
P < 0.05 when compared to LICI100. 
Figure 4. Spatiotemporal TEP evolution following Test alone and LICI100 stimulation. 
(A) Butterfly plots showing the response to test alone stimulation (green lines) and LICI100 
(blue lines) averaged across all subjects at each electrode. Shaded boxes demonstrate the time 
periods used to identify each peak; as the P30 and N40 potentials were investigated within 
overlapping time windows, these are both represented by the left box. The dotted vertical line 
represents the time at which the test pulse was applied. (B) Topoplots showing scalp 
potentials associated with each peak of interest (i.e., P30, N40, N100 and P180) following 
test alone and LICI100 stimulation. (C) Topoplots showing t-statistics derived from cluster-
based comparisons between the test alone and LICI100 conditions. White crosses identify 
electrodes contributing to significant clusters. 
Figure 5. Spatiotemporal TEP evolution following Test alone and LICI150 stimulation. 
(A) Butterfly plots showing the response to test alone stimulation (green lines) and LICI150 
(red lines) averaged across all subjects at each electrode. Shaded boxes demonstrate the time 
periods used to identify each peak; as the P30 and N40 potentials were investigated within 
overlapping time windows, these are both represented by the left box. The dotted vertical line 
represents the time at which the test pulse was applied. (B) Topoplots showing scalp 
potentials associated with each peak of interest (i.e., P30, N40, N100 and P180) following 
test alone and LICI150 stimulation. (C) Topoplots showing t-statistics derived from cluster-
based comparisons between the test alone and LICI150 conditions. White crosses identify 
electrodes contributing to significant clusters. 
Figure 6. Topographic differences between LICI measured at different ISIs. Topoplots 
show the t-statistics derived from cluster-based comparisons between LICI100 and LICI150 at 
time points associated with P30 (A), N40 (B), N100 (C) and P180 (D). No significant clusters 
were identified at any time point.  
 
  




Table 1. Correlations between TEP/MEP LICI measurements and the slope of the N100 
produced by LICI100 and LICI150 conditioning stimuli. 
 LICI100 N100 slope   LICI150 N100 slope 
 Coefficient (ρ)  P-value   Coefficient (ρ)  P-value 
LICI100     LICI150    
P30 -0.3  0.3  P30 -0.4  0.2 
N100 -0.01  0.9  N100 0.2  0.5 
P180 0.6  0.04  P180 -0.05  0.9 




Table 2. Correlations between TEP/MEP inhibition produced by LICI100 and LICI150 
 Coefficient (ρ)  P-value 
P30 -0.3  0.3 
N100 0.8  0.01 
P180 0.9  0.005 
MEP 0.9  0.004 
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